Communism as a Viable Principle of Organization

By Richard Sale, author of Traitors

Certain qualities of mind are irksome. When we encounter a writer and hear the careless approximation of a complicated array of facts, and the speaker portrays it as the product of considered thought and persevering application when it is only empty and glib -- that is irksome. When an interpretation of intricate events is put forward on the pretense of being authoritative when it only embodies inadequate hearsay or defects of knowledge -- that too is irksome. But when certain smug, sweeping pronoun cents are made with a presiding, complacent air, aimed at self-display that clearly show a disdain of solid knowledge -- that is not only irksome, it is deeply nettling.  
I wrote the above in response to a rather loose thinker who disputed some comments I made about The Wars of Religion. That reader is back. In reply to a recent article of mine about World War II,  he said, 
“So yes ‘a lot of highly intelligent people’ did think that Communism was a viable organising principle long after the (Second World War) and despite the mounting evidence of Stalins cruelty, and just because those highly intelligent people weren't in the USA doesn't make them disappear. To put that another way, what do you think that Pol Pot and his genocidal Khmer Rouge followers believed in 1969 in Cambodia?”
That is a very tangled, almost opaque sentence. It is a clumsily cut polygon. It is certainly breathless. First of all, Pol Pot’s dictatorship took power in Cambodia in 1975,  not in 1969.
But my reader continues,
“With the greatest respect Mr. Sale, I stand by my opinion and your piece represents a peculiarly American view of World War Two and completely ignores the opinions and history of the rest of the world - making the same error that Francis Fukuyama made in declaring "the end of history" some years ago - assuming that the world was on a known trajectory in 1940 - 1950, and then making the assumption that we can today not only view that trajectory for what it was but make final judgements (sic) about the motives of the participants and there errors.”
Such statements to not do much honor to my reader’s intellect.
To begin with, I strongly dissent from Fukuyama and his conclusions:  especially his statement that we are witnessing “the end point of mankind's ideological evolution and the universalization of Western liberal democracy as the final form of human government."  In my view, to  think this way is merely a form of Western conceit.  It pumps up one culture and ignores the rest.  It is narcissicistic. It is retarding. 
In response to my reader’s statement about the validity of Communism as “a valid organizing principle” in Post War Europe, I would ask him the following: “Is my view is in error because it is simply an American view? Is your view correct because it is simply the view of an Australian? Is an American view so distorted by nationality that it cannot begin to reach any sort of verifiable truth? Do the views of a single Australian truly represent “the opinions and history of the rest of the world…”?  Isn’t it a fact that my view is peculiarly American just as yours is peculiarly Australian? I would argue that while my reader’s nationality apparently throws wide the way to enlightenment, my nationality renders my knowledge of Post-WWII history completely ineffectual, apparently thanks to my mindless absorption of American and British anti-communist books. Never mind the published, authoritative accounts, rendered by several nationalities that don’t include American ones. In this reader’s view, I am the lab rat who refused to learn anything beyond conditioned reflexes. I have no capacity to think things out for myself.
I think the question must be asked, What makes Communism “a “viable organization principle” in mass political movements? Is something based on the cult of personality, show trials, purges, church closings, assassinations, distant imprisonments, and military invasions, a “viable organization principle” especially when a group’s members are held together mainly military force and by a network of informers and secret police?
To begin with, my reader apparently does not understand the difference between Socialism and Communism, nor does he understand how British political activities helped to make America anti-Communist soon after the end of the war.
One of the major policy misassumptions of the British Labour Party was to think that their 1945 victory meant much closer British ties to Stalin.  “Left should speak to Left,” was the slogan of the British Socialists. This slogan did not take account of the fact that Stalin was quite indifferent to Socialism. Hungary in 1945-6 is a good example of what I mean. In Communist Hungry, the people there believed in a genuine “road to Socialism” – one that would stay clear of Moscow, one that the Kremlin couldn’t control. In the beginning, Hungary’s chief post-war interest was to provide a conduit for Soviet troops going to Austria and later, south to Yugoslavia, but, by 1945, the country believed that it had found its own road to Socialism.
At the close of the war, the Communists proved themselves continually unpopular in Hungary, even in Budapest.  In spite of being labeled “reactionary” and “fascist” by the Soviets, the agrarian Smallholders Party in Hungary secured an absolute majority in the free, national elections of 1945. The Socialists joined it, in spite of the fact the leader of the Socialists, Anna Kethy, refused to believe that “the Soviets would stoop to election rigging.” (Gullibility was and remains a widespread disease.) The Soviets all the while were still trying to color themselves as democratic, but they were anything but. My reader would probably depict the Smallholder’s Party as being the tools of American or British propaganda, but he would be wrong. The Smallholders Party in Hungary knew little of the rise of Western anti-communism. (In fact, most of American knew little of anti-communism movement at this stage.)  However, the Soviet Communists in Hungary, who thought Communism was “a viable organization principle,” quickly moved to expel Smallholder deputies from the parliament, and in Feb. 1947, charged Bela Kovacs, a Smallholder leader, with conspiring against the Soviet Army. This was a typical Soviet tactic.
Kovacs was then sent to Siberia. (In 1956, he returned.) But by then it was clear that Soviet Communism as a “viable organizational principle” did not have much popular appeal in Hungary. However, the Soviets chipped away at the Smallholder’s Party, reducing it to 15 percent of the vote, and suddenly Hungary, under Soviet pressure, coalesced with its Eastern Communist neighbors, and in the election of 1949, the Soviet “People’s Front” captured 95.6 percent of the vote,  (clearly a fraud since simply counting the populations of Hungary’s hospitals would have reduced that percent by a significant amount.)
Now, my reader would probably see the rise and fall of the Smallholders party as a result of the virulent American and British anti-communist crusade against the Soviets, but in fact, that crusade hadn’t yet begun. This is not a personal opinion of mine  – it is a proven fact. The Smallholders Party was an indigenous movement, not American or American financed. But unfortunately, the anti-Communists in Hungary and Eastern Europe had little hope of any democracy flourishing there chiefly because they were victims of their own pasts. The pre-World War II regimes were oppressive, vindictive, ruthless, corrupt, or even murderous.  The inter-war governing class was run by the state’s bureaucracy, its members recruited from the social groups who would eventually serve the Soviet Communists. The war seemed to sweep aside the corrupt remnants of the past, and therefore Hungary had the Smallholders Party. Alas, it was to be a short hop from national backwardness to the Communist, Soviet popular democracy which was has been proved by history to be a fraud, a collective hallucination. The Soviets destroyed the Smallholders.
A French communist, Jacques-Duclos, asked the communist daily L’Humanitie, in July of 1948, a rhetorical question. Was not the Soviet Union the best guarantee of the national independence of Hungary and other Eastern European nations, a bulwark against a return to the bad old days of Eastern European regimes of the 1930s? This was a not too gentle a reminder of the fact that it was the Soviet Army that was the guarantor of Eastern Europe’s future security and political future.  There were no other options pending. The question must then be asked, does the movement of armies and the extinguishing by military force of freedom of discussion, of free movement, association, etc, make for a “viable principle of organization?” My reader says yes. I disagree.
It was that Soviet coup against Prague in 1948 that galvanized the western allies into an anti-communist stance. Back in 1947, Czechoslovak was an exception to the Soviet takeover of Eastern Europe. The Czechs hadn’t forgiven the British for Munich, and they had joyfully welcomed the Soviets as liberators. They were eager to have strong links with Moscow for the same reason they sought close links with Paris in the late 1930s.  Czechoslovakia was a vulnerable, little country who needed a protector. The Czechs were unfortunate in letting their hopes get the better of their judgment. They thought they would obtain power by means of free elections, a bit like the Smallholders in Hungary. The country had a significant industrial sector, a pluralist culture, and it had had a strong capitalist culture before the war.  That is why its leader, Eduard Benes, was able to bring the exile government home in triumph in 1945. Of course, he peopled it with a lot of Communists, but also 11 ministers from competing parties. 
Czech was not dependent on the Red Army to the extent that other EE countries were.  For example, they wanted Marshall Plan aid, the homegrown Communists were poised to triumph, and by an original road. This truly seemed to validate my critic's assertion that sometimes Communism was "a viable organizing principle,” not a plaything of Soviet and anti-Communist propaganda.
And for a while Stalin seemed to back off. In the fall of 1947, he left Czechoslovakia alone other than making it decline Marshall Plan aid. But in February of 1948, Stalin engineered a Soviet coup after several non-communist ministers unwisely and recklessly resigned. The coup was hugely significant because the Czechs were not hostile to Moocow. Its own system seemed to offer an indigenous alternative to Moscow’s intent to impose its own political order on the region.
Stalin’s poor judgment on the Prague coup probably acted to save the Finns because in 1948 Stalin was forced to compromise with Helsinki and signed a friendship treaty. But the coup in Prague was a shock for the Czechs because Prague incessantly displayed portraits of Stalin and had tried many devices to gain his favor.  All such appeals had fallen flat. 
In the West, the Prague coup awoke Socialists both in Britain and in France and Italy.  In Feb. 28 1948, the infirm, old French Socialist Leon Blum said in an article that he was appalled by the western Socialists failure to speak about  their comrades in Eastern Europe, especially the Czechs. According to several respected European accounts, a  large part of the non Communist Left in France, Italy and elsewhere moved into the Western camp. As one British historian said, the Prague coup was a “development that consigned Communist parties in countries beyond the Soviet reach to isolation and growing impotence.” So much for Soviet Communism as a “viable organizing principle” in the West. 
My reader appears to know none of this.  He appears completely ignorant of the fact that Soviet policy at the time was using purges, executions, kidnappings, infiltrations, fake elections and show trails to exert influence and expand its power in the East, but was also moving to confront the West a long time before the West was aware of it or prepared for it. It was the Soviet Andrei Zhdanov who first stated the view that the West and the Soviet Union were members of two irreconcilable “camps.” This meant adopting the correct Soviet position on everything from botany to poetry. The meaning of Communism as a “viable organizing principle” had become meaningless, not because of British or American propaganda, but because of developments in the internal affairs of Eastern Europe directly organized by the Soviet Union. 
Rather than the West being the aggressor in confronting the Soviet Union, it lagged severely behind any such confrontation. In June of 1947, Moscow was busy concluding commercial treaties throughout  Eastern Europe as the reaction to the threat posed to its satellites by the Marshall Plan. The early blueprint of cooperating with the west was replaced by Stalin with a stance of hostile confrontation that ended with two human collectivities reared up in conflict with each other for the fate of the world – the Cold War.
Till then, the Western Communists had been pursuing a policy of peaceful coexistence. That came to an end in when, in September of 1947, Stalin called a meeting to establish the “Cominform,” the Communist Information Bureau. Invited were Communists from Hungary, Romania, Poland, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia , Yugoslavia, France, Italy and the Soviet Union. The purpose was to expand Stalin's domination of any local Communist Parties in the East and West. French and Italian Communists were lectured about fundamentals, and others were condemned for “Rightist Deviations.” Communists in Western Europe quickly switched tactics from peaceful coexistence to strikes, demonstrations, and campaigns intended to undermine the Marshall Plan. Because of that Sept.1947 meeting, western Communists were marginalized in domestic affairs.  In 1948, the Italians Communists lost heavily when the U.S. and the Vatican funded the anti-Communists. But any “new road” to Socialism except for that of Stalin was rejected. Demands from Moscow for new “vigilance” increased, and the second Stalinist ice age had begun. 
In 1948, when Stalin realized he was losing ground n Germany, he began the blockade of Berlin in 1948. This blockade of Berlin was not the result of U.S. or British policies, but of Stalin’s aim to force the allies out of that city, according to European, not American accounts. The blockade of Berlin was an improvisation by Stalin, and it backfired disastrously. The Blockade, which had closely followed the Prague coup, led to the movement to found two separate German states. It was a British Socialist, Ernst Bevin, the British Foreign Secretary, who first brought a permanent U.S. military presence into Europe as a result.  It was Bevin who urged the Americans to take to lead in countering the Soviet blockade.  It was Stalin’s Czech coup, not American aggression and brazenness, that caused the U.S. military to start to rethink its strategy and policy. It was Bevin’s actions that resulted in the U..S. stationing strategic bombers armed with nuclear weapons on European soil. On January 22, 1948, it was Bevin who had committed the  British to engage its neighbors on the continent in a common defense strategy that would end with the NATO Treaty. But no American in 1947 would have ever imagined a permanent U.S.-Western alliance, including troops in Europe, especially in the face of Congressional resistance.  In 1947, American policy makers had no plans whatever to put American forces on European soil.  It was the Soviet Blockade that had done that.
My reader mentioned Pol Pot as “one of those highly intelligent people (who) weren't in the USA...” but who saw Communism as a “viable principle of organization.”  The man who governed the Khmer Rouge Communists came to power in 1975.  His name was Saloth Sar, a failed student of electronics in Paris and who took the name Pol Pot as his nom de guerre.  He was completely devoid of pity. Pol Pot was a Communist, but he deviated radically from Communist theory because his regime repudiated the idea of economic progress. (Even Stalin and Mao had had their Five Year Plans.) Instead, he wanted to set up what one writer calls, “a pure communist agrarian state.” Pol Pot would create a pre-industrial, pre-commercial, pre-capitalist utopia. The towns were to be emptied, the markets to be abolished. The things like Western medicine were seen as western contaminations that had to be eradicated. There would be no private property. Everyone had to work in agricultural communes. Of course to create this new utopia there had to been lots of killing. Mass killing apparently is part of the “viable organizing principle” of this brand of Communism.
The main supporters of the previous regime and their families were first fall; they were shot along with their families. Since Pol Pot was short of bullets, children were killed by having their heads smashed in and executioners used pickaxes to murder their victims. People were tortured to death, or they were disemboweled and their livers eaten. In all between 1.5 and 2 million people were killed by execution, starvation, out of a population of 7 million. It is hard to picture Pol Pot’s system as one for ‘a lot of highly intelligent people.”
In closing, I’m sure my reader and I would agree that no one who is in any way sensible believes that the history of the world “was on a known trajectory in 1940-50.”  I don’t believe that in the least and works of serious history don’t support it.  No one knew what the war was going to develop, what new world it would produce. The war was a process of  sorting things out, defeating conflicting forces, defining boundaries, undergoing mass deportations, setting up national goals and policies, trying to decide how to feed displaced persons and how to shelter victims of genocide. It was a gigantic struggle as to how to create a new community in Europe that would include a defeated Germany. 
I never once felt that I was entitled to make “final judgments about the motives of the participant (sic) and there errors.” (sic)  You, my reader, is the one who seems to believe that your opinions are final, relying on your unique experience in Australia as typical of the experience of the rest of the world.  I would suggest that  this view, while personal, is not sound.




